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Weighting just You also get a revised carburetor setting. Other upgrades made to the model
year include, an improved seat, a new fuel tank and new classy graphics. The suspension is
kept in check by a rear monoshock and a 48mm upside-down front fork signed by WP
Suspension. For enhanced versatility, compression and rebound damping can be adjusted to
the track conditions. For , the engineers have also revised the chain guide to increase reliability
while lowering the weight. The SX is considered to be the motocross bike with the best
power-to-weight ratio. The lightweight 2-stroke engine scores with unrivaled performance,
wrapped into an extremely lightweight chassis - a serious competitor for the more complex
4-stroke contenders. The wheels use lighweight, CNC-machined hubs, high-end Excel rims and
spokes coated in black with lightweight aluminum nipples to achieve maximum stability at
minimum weight. Combined with the lightweight Wave discs, they are the ultimate solution in
braking technology. The SX models gain a newly-developed master cylinder with a new
reservoir, a smaller piston diameter and optimized lever kinematics. Combined with optimized
brake pads, this makes for another perceptible improvement of front brake performance and
action. The diaphragm spring, which preloads the package, not only reduces the operating force
required to pull the clutch, but also provides space for integrated hub damping. The result:
more traction and protection for the transmission. And with updated hydraulic clutch actuation
from Brembo, the rider has everything under control right from the start. In , the SX engine has
been improved with a redesigned reed valve housing featuring Boyesen high-performance
reeds for better responsiveness. A revised carburetor setting and ignition curve also allow for
increased performance. The SX has a new cylinder head with optimized combustion chamber.
The benefit is more efficient combustion for better response and increased torque over the
entire load and engine speed range. A new CDI box with optimized ignition mapping has been
fitted for more effective combustion for better power delivery and optimum rideability. The
airbox design offers maximum protection of the air filter against soiling while ensuring
maximum airflow for top performance. Ergonomically perfect, the seat has received an
improved foam core, ensuring greater comfort and durability. The front fender is a prime
example of a moulded polymer component gaining maximum stability through a well
thought-out structure and mounting. All models of the SX range have a new, lightweight
polythene tank with a capacity of 1. The new filler cap with the inside thread makes for an easier
and reliable closure. New classy graphics with clear lines visually underscore the exacting
standards of what KTM deems a true, cutting-edge motocross bike. All SX models are fitted with
the super strong, tapered Renthal Fatbar whose bend is especially well suited for the
requirements of motocross. The proven standard KTM mount allows to fix the handlebar in four
different positions. A large Renthal crash pad in a classy combination of black and silver, offers
effective crash protection for the rider. Designed using the latest in calculation and simulation
software, the design and wall thickness of the cast aluminum swingarm have been optimized for
minimum weight at optimum stiffness and precisely defined flexibility provides perfect stability
at minimum weight. For , the engineers have revised the chain guide to increase reliability while
lowering the weight. The rear monoshock as well as the 48mm upside-down front fork by WP
Suspension guarantee the best response and damping characteristics. In , the fork has more
reserves against bottoming out thanks to their optimized setting. The state-of-the-art frame
design made of lightweight, high-strength chromoly steel sections combines maximum
longitudinal stiffness with optimum torsional rigidity. It guarantees easy handling and precise
cornering, but also outstanding stability. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:.
KTM SX. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job.
The SX-F has already proven its value wining many championships for KTM, so the model
should have all it needs to remain in front of the pack. The 4 stroke engine breaths through a
modern exhaust system that features new hydro-formed sections providing a plus of torque and
fewer emissions. The frame combines maximum longitudinal stiffness with optimum torsional
rigidity helping you get first class performances in terms of ride and handling. Combined with
the lightweight Wave discs, they are the ultimate solution in braking technology. The SX models
gain a newly-developed master cylinder with a new reservoir, a smaller piston diameter and
optimized lever kinematics. Combined with optimized brake pads, this makes for another
perceptible improvement of front brake performance and action. The wheels use lighweight,
CNC-machined hubs, high-end Excel rims and spokes coated in black with lightweight
aluminum nipples to achieve maximum stability at minimum weight. The SX-F is fitted with an
electric starter as standard - a clear advantage when it comes to crunch time in the heat of
battle. In , a newly-developed freewheel assembly is used to increase durability. The proven
integrated KTM cooling system routes the coolant from the cylinder head through the frame
triangle directly to the aluminum radiators made by WP. As there are no hoses, the airflow
beneath the tank is not impeded and fitting the radiators is easier. For , KTM Engineers have

implanted a lighter, 5-speed gear box into the powerplant to reduce weight and fine-tune MX
performance. The combination of a compact engine layout and unrivaled power will make the
SX-F an undisputed winner. The forged box-type piston stands out with its extra rigid structure,
combined with minimum weight. Thanks to the low oscillating masses, the engine displays
extremely lively characterisitics. The new hydro-formed sections of the exhaust system and
additional resonator Header Resonator System, HRS provide the SX-F models with extra torque
while reducing their noise emissions. The rear monoshock as well as the 48mm upside-down
front fork by WP Suspension guarantee the best response and damping characteristics. In , the
fork has more reserves against bottoming out thanks to their optimized setting. Designed using
the latest in calculation and simulation software, the design and wall thickness of the cast
aluminum swingarm have been optimized for minimum weight at optimum stiffness and
precisely defined flexibility provides perfect stability at minimum weight. For , the engineers
have revised the chain guide to increase reliability while lowering the weight. The
state-of-the-art frame design made of lightweight, high-strength chromoly steel sections
combines maximum longitudinal stiffness with optimum torsional rigidity. It guarantees easy
handling and precise cornering, but also outstanding stability. New classy graphics with clear
lines visually underscore the exacting standards of what KTM deems a true, cutting-edge
motocross bike. All SX models are fitted with the super strong, tapered Renthal Fatbar whose
bend is especially well suited for the requirements of motocross. The proven standard KTM
mount allows to fix the handlebar in four different positions. A large Renthal crash pad in a
classy combination of black and silver, offers effective crash protection for the rider. The airbox
design offers maximum protection of the air filter against soiling while ensuring maximum
airflow for top performance. All models of the SX range have a new, lightweight polythene tank
with a capacity of 1. The new filler cap with the inside thread makes for an easier and reliable
closure. The 4-stroke models have the same fuel pump system as the 4-stroke Enduro models,
which makes it easy to fit a larger tank from the PowerParts program. Ergonomically perfect, the
seat has received an improved foam core, ensuring greater comfort and durability. The front
fender is a prime example of a moulded polymer component gaining maximum stability through
a well thought-out structure and mounting. In the latest years, the KTM SX-F has received many
upgrades and most of them aimed the chassis and handling departments. Engine type
1-cylinder 4-stroke engine, water-cooled Displacement Read More. What do you think?
Motorcycle Finder:. KTM SX. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. The age-old question, can one motorcycle do it allâ€”and do it well?
Back in the day, every house had a bottle of 3 in one oil, their claim was it did it all. When it
comes to motorcycles we often face a similar dilemma and this is why most of us motorcycle
addicts often have several bikes in the stable, or simply choose one and struggle with handling
or performance when crossing over to different venues or riding areas. Also pick a stroke, two
or four. Our quest was simple; find a do-it-all scoot without compromising too much. Yes, you
can take your enduro bike to the moto track, but the power is soft and the suspension even
softer. And vice versa when it comes to taking a full moto bike to your favorite, tight, single
track up in the woodsâ€”often too fast and way too firm. We all yearn for a light, flickable
motorcycle for the tight woods; stability and firm suspension for the moto track; and a bike that
can blitz through 5 miles of sand desert whoops, all in one shot. And if the isn't enough they
make a cc version, just in case. The tranny has a wider ratio 6-speed gear box, the rear wheel is
inches, the engine is tuned for more torque and tractable power, and the suspension is softer
than moto settings but firmer than its full off-road XC-W brother using a linkage out back. And
compared to the SX, the best feature of all is the electric start. Also, the oversized 2. The big
change for is the fork. The front brake has a smaller piston for a little more power combined
with a new brake pad material. The bodywork has some new pieces including the reinforced
front fender. Those who have experienced the differences between a higher strung two-stroke
motocross bike and an easier to ride four banger will welcome the performance of the KTM XC.
You can almost call it a three-stroke. It really combines the entertainment of a two-stroke and
the broad tractable power of a four-stroke. There were minor updates to the mill for including
the use of a Boyesen reed block and reeds, ignition updates, as well as head squish band shape
change to improve responsiveness while retaining a broad power curve. It pulls from a lot lower
than you'd think and really lacks that snap or burst older two-strokes were known for. We even
compared it to a stock Yamaha YZ on the moto track and the differences were pretty amazing.
While the YZ revved super fast and hit a lot harder, the YZ was difficult to ride compared to the
amazing long-pulling torque and performance of the XC, which just puts power to the ground
better. Plus you can further adjust the hit and the power slightly via the adjustable power valve,
which is an added feature. The XC does not rev as high on the moto track as first expected but
once you adjust your style to trust the amazing torque down low, you are back in business.

Quicker shifts tend to pay off, yet the sign-off is plenty long off the top end. The clutch pull is
very light and has great feel. It takes tons of abuse and fades very little. On tight trails or in the
open desert, the responsive torque will lug down to climb slippery rock sections as well and loft
the wheel through desert sand whoops if needed. Compared to the cc version of the same bike,
the cc is peppier on the bottom, yet it does not feel as if it revs out as much as it used to in
comparison. The XC is a workhorse and offers ample power to launch any jump at a local moto
track with confidence yet still chug like a billy goat on the tight trails, with stock gearing. Yes, a
slight gearing change might be called for if you ride a lot of moto or are heavier, but that is
really contingent on the rider and their needs. In stock form it performed pretty swell in all
conditions and favors the more aggressive rider compared to a Shifting is flawless as well. KTM
is asking a lot of the suspension on this bike by saying it can do anything. And of all the bikes
out there, there are few with this much versatility. Trying to get suspension to work at several
tracks can be a task but to get it to work across the board from moto to off-road to tight trails is
a difficult trick. Overall, the fork and shock are very balanced, yet by the end of our trifecta test
the overall performance was a split decision. On the first day of testing at the moto track, we
found the valving had an initially firm feel, especially the fork, which worked very well for this
dirt du jour. It didn't feel as much of an off-road bike as we had first expected. We rode more of
a jump-filled track with some chop, but no real big g-outs, whoops and the track stayed in fairly
good shape all day. The rebound was a tad too fast initially but nothing that couldn't be fixed
with a few clicks on the shock. Knowing the XC is not a full moto bike, we expected the latter
part of the suspension stroke to be softer with slightly less bottoming control, which it was, yet
plenty capable of taking on the track. When we headed to the desert and tight trails, we noticed
the firm initial feel and the softer latter part of the suspension stroke was not as accommodating
as it was on the moto track. We did improve the feel with clicker settings to allow the fork to
soak up the small bumps and chop off-road, but that also caused the rest of the stroke to soften
up and sometimes blow through in desert whoops or g-outs, especially the fork. And in the tight
woods, the fork was manageable but still a little firm at slower speeds and did not offer enough
front wheel feedback and tire grip in some conditions. It was far from bad, it just felt like the
settings accommodated moto and grand prix tracks more than desert and tight trails. If we had
more time on the bike we would have tested raising the fork oil height to allow us to back off the
fork compression even more, though the tuning of the 4CS fork is a bit different than what we
are used to and the compression and rebound damping clickers have less influence on the
initial movement of the fork than we were accustomed to. Off-road the suspension is a tad too
firm initially and then slightly too soft toward the end, especially in the open desert. Overall the
setting is about as good as could be expected for a bike tasked with doing so much, and nails
what we'd set the bike for if racing a grand-prix style event as long as the track were not crazy
rough. A little more progression, especially off-road, is about all the could be improved. What
can you say about a light cc two-stroke? They are easy to ride and confidence inspiring. The XC
feels like a moto bike and the oversized fuel tank does not really inhibit the feel and lightness of
the motorcycle. A lot of that boils down to setup and what the rider is looking for. The only real
downside to the link is that it can get held up in extreme rock sections or tree hopping. The XC
is a stable bike and crosses over better than pretty much any bike on the market. It is not easy
to find a ride that is as manageable when taken from the track to tight trails then back to the
desert floor. The chassis seems to accommodate a variety of riders from 5' 8" to 6'. Taller riders
wanted a little more seat-to-peg distance and shorter riders wanted less. KTM and others offer
several seat height combinations to rectify these issues and the handlebar mount has four
different positions. The XC is easy to move around on and there are no hang-up points on the
bodywork. Steering is very light through the handlebar. This even after playing with the ride
height--we didn't want to lose any of the stability to gain improved turning. At speed it was not
as much of a factor as it was at slow speeds, if the fork would have pushed a little farther into
the stroke, maybe this would be an issue. Overall the chassis is very accommodating in nearly
every condition and seems to take less energy to ride in most conditions, compared to larger
four-strokes. Additionally the motor is so sweet it makes the bike work that much better
underneath you, only helping and never getting out of hand. The answer is yes and no. No, it is
not the best moto bike, nor is it the best off-road or tight woods bikeâ€”we have ridden better.
The XC kind of does it all and does everything pretty well. Ya gotta love the electric start, the
lower cost to maintain a two-stroke, the light and easy-to-ride chassis, amazing brakes, easy
pull clutch and the durability of a KTM. You don't have to switch gas tanks for any condition and
the XC not ours for some reason even comes with hand guards. The Orange brigade has done a
stellar job trying to create an amalgamation of all things dirt bike, two-stroke and four, moto or
trail, to create the do-it-all XC. Introduction Light and agile two-stroke. The performance almost
feels like we were riding a three-stroke. Electric-Start saves the day. Three days from the track

to the desert to the woods The age-old question, can one motorcycle do it allâ€”and do it well?
Power Ample performance to take on pretty much any motocross track. Amazing low-end
torque puts the power to the ground. Very easy to ride. Suspension The initial firm suspension
feel worked well on the moto track. Off-road the fork is too stiff at first and can blow through the
stoke on g-outs and whoops for aggressive riders. Chassis - Handling Very light feeling
chassis. Comfortable ergonomic feel for average riders. Conclusion Easy to ride performance
with a light flickable chassis. The more you hit the track, the more the beats out the Think
aggression. Awesome brakes, electric start and easy pull clutch. Products also tested on this
bike. Recent Product Tests. What Others Said. Rider Opinions. Make KTM. Model The
lightweight 2-stroke engine scores with unrivaled performance, wrapped into an extremely
lightweight chassis - a serious competitor for the more complex 4-stroke contenders. It was
ridden a few minutes. It has never even been dirty. This KTM looks exactly like the description
states This bike is flat out fast. If you want a crotch rocket, this IS your bike! I may be able to
deliver this KTM personally up to miles round trip from address above for. A: Yes. Unlike the
Japanese manufacturers, the Austrians haven't sat on their two-stroke designs. A: If you're in
the market for a new bike in , you owe it to yourself to put the KTM SX two-stroke on your short
list. It's lighter, cheaper, easier to maintain, quicker, better handling, quicker stopping and
makes more horsepower per cc than any four-stroke--short of the one in John Force's car.
Although you might be tempted to compare the two-stroke to the four-stroke, there is no
comparison. They aren't the same animals. A two-stroke hits hard and accelerates instantly. It is
quick and aggressive, whereas a four-stroke is broad and torquey. Model SX. I am the second
owner, never raced and extremely well taken care of. I also own a and I am deciding to
downgrade and just keep 1 bike since I don't ride as much as I would like. This thing is an
awesome bike. Everyone that owns one loves them. If you know anything about the KTM 2
strokes then you know that KTM over the years has invested into their 2 stroke technology to
make them better every year. Call or text for any questions or a showing. You could put this one
back on the showroom floor and sell it as new again. So far it has only been ridden in my yard,
on dry grass and leaves, rear wheel has never been off the ground, and this bike has not even
come close to getting dirty. The sheer power and acceleration of this bike will put a grin on your
face. I may be able to deliver this KTM personally up to miles for a modest fee if the buyer is
unable to pick up. Please send any questions or comments to me in an email or if you would
like to discuss purchasing this like new KTM I will provide my phone number for you. Bike
located in zip code. Balance shall be paid within 4 four days of sale ending via bank wire
transfer OR in cash when KTM is picked up by buyer. I can hold the KTM for the buyer up to 10
ten days if buyer needs additional time to arrange pick up or shipping. Shipping arrangements
shall be buyers sole responsibility although I will make necessary arrangements to be present
for a shipper to pick up the motorcycle. This KTM is listed locally and on other web sites so I
reserve the right to end this Ebay sale at any time. All over the world, in both professional and
amateur classes, the motorsport season was very successful for the SX-F - and the season
promises to be no different. In Model Year , the feisty 4-stroke hits the scene with further
improvements to engine and chassis â€” a performance package that will continue to dominate
the MX2 class. In MY , the feisty 4-stroke hits the scene with further improvements to engine
and chassis â€” a performance package that will continue to dominate the MX2 class. Bike is
excellent condition, not even broken in yet. Title on hand. Bike is located in St. Augustine, FL. If
the bike is to be shipped the buyer must make their own shipping arrangements at their own
cost. I reserve the right to cancel the auction at any time, it IS for sale locally. If you are serious
about this bike, I recommend calling or emailing me directly Feel free to call with any questions,
or matt. Model SX-F. Championship performance proven by two of the world's greatest - the
KTM SX-F is set to continue its dominant performance at the highest level. Im selling my like
new ktm sx bike has extremely low hrs Bike is jetted for the fmf and is spot on! Bike runs
flawless and truly needs nothing! I have added some extras Factory wheels DID dirt stars rims
with Kite orange hubs, orange spoke nipples! FMF works pipe and shorty Silencer. Also For
sale locally please feel free to call with any questions. If you would prefer the bike back to stock
I can do that to make it a little cheaper, I have over 11, invested in bike and parts. The
lightweight 2-stroke engine scores highly with unrivalled performance packed in an extremely
light chassis â€” a formidable rival for the costlier 4-stroke competitors. The SX is considered to
be the motocross bike with the best power-to-weight ratio. Ensuring a precise handling, they
perceptibly support the flex characteristics, and with it, the fork's action. SWINGARMDesigned
using the latest in calculation and simulation software, the design and wall thickness of the cast
aluminum swingarm have been optimized for minimum weight at optimum stiffness and
precisely defined flexibility provides perfect stability at minimum weight. For , the engineers
have revised the chain guide to increase reliability while lowering the weight. In , the fork has

more reserves against bottoming out thanks to their optimized setting. Of course, compression
and rebound damping can be adjusted to the track conditions and the rider's preferences with a
twist of the wrist - the rear monoshock even has separate high and low speed adjustments. AIR
BOXThe airbox design offers maximum protection of the air filter against soiling while ensuring
maximum airflow for top performance. The proven standard KTM mount allows to fix the
handlebar in four different positions. A large Renthal crash pad in a c
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lassy combination of black and silver, offers effective crash protection for the rider. Combined
with the lightweight Wave discs, they are the ultimate solution in braking technology. The SX
models gain a newly-developed master cylinder with a new reservoir, a smaller piston diameter
and optimized lever kinematics. Combined with optimized brake pads, this makes for another
perceptible improvement of front brake performance and action. The diaphragm spring, which
preloads the package, not only reduces the operating force required to pull the clutch, but also
provides space for integrated hub damping. The result: more traction and protection for the
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